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The Dilemma 0/ Crime
Statistics in Australia
-Atrophy or Growth?

KIM WYMAN*

"The time has gone by when we could claim to regulate society
by laws established solely on metaphysical theories and a sort
of ideal typ,e which was thought to conform to absolute justice
... Moral stattstical analysis does not deduce truths from each
other, it does not seek to discover what ought to be; it states
what 18 ..."
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EVERY reader or this arttele will agree with Guerry's sentiment expressed
a century ago: deductive reasoning has severe limitations. We need, indeed
use, inductive or scientific methods for understanding and re-shaping be
haviour described as criminal. Why, then, are contemporary crime statistics
useless as "moral statistical analysis"? Answers to this question are a matter
of taste, depending on one's professional or political preoccupations. By
reference to two out of eight crime st.atistic systems maintained by the
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, this article seeks to
answer another questlon : How can crime statlstics in Australia grow from
their present status of published admlntstrative bookkeeping to becoming
an integral tool of correctional practice?

Arecent meeting of Ministers of State responsible ror prison statistics
brings to mind that the conference of Australfan Police oommissioners
called in 1963 to overcome the inherent difficulties in producing meaning
ful crime statistics was not the first. It has been preceded and followed by
other conferences of administrative heads of various correctional agencies:
Attorneys-General, Ministers or Directors of Social Welfare, heads of police,
probation or prison services and so on. T'he common tdea of overcoming
differences in legislation, correctional practices and agency admintstratton
in the various States by new definitions arid uniform procedures appeared
to be sound, but there are indications, at any rate after four years of apply
lng the uniform system sponsored by the Police Commissioners, that these
revisions, as usual, fall for want of critical use or testing.

In Table 1 Motor Vehicle Theft figures are evaluated by calculating
falrly sophistlcated indices to overcome distortions caused by the facts that
New South Wales has a larger populatton than Victoria, but a lower vehicles
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per head ratio, These indices lead to a number of interesting hypotheses for
detailed study, thus seemingly fulfilling one primary function of crime
statistics. Woul1d one be justified in seeking funds to investigate, for ex
ample, why a significant number of car thieves or illegal users came to
Victoria from other States in 1966 or the social and economic determinants
of the generally higher rates in New South Wales?

'fABLE 1: An analysis of data (marked -t-) in two selected categories given in the
Year Book of the Commonwealth ot Australia No. 54, 1968 (p. 597).

Category of offence 1964 1965 1966 1967

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT
+ Numbers reported or becoming known NSW 11512 12214 12678 12558

to police Vic 7269 6967 8969 8348
Offence prevalence NSW 2804 2928 2994 2916

(per 100,000 population) Vic 2456 2202 2785 2550
Opportunity prevalence NSW 902 908 903 847

(per 100,000 vehicles) Vic 748 652 808 720

SERIOUS ASSAULT
+ Numbers reported or becoming known NSW 545 484 522 547

to police Vic 1208 1243 1529 1338
Offence prevalence NSW 132 116 122 127

(per 100,000 population) Vic 389 393 475 409

One test of the validity of any statistdes is internal consistency; if
there are serious inconsistencies in one or more categories one must face the
presumption that all categories are invalid. Such a presumption is inescap
able in these statistics and no evidence is publicly available for its rebuttal.
The category Serious Assaults is defined by excluding non-indictable be
haviour, robbery and sexual assaults but Including woundings, offences
causing bodily harm, assaults with a weapon and so on, as weIl as attempts
at these offences. The implication from Table 1 that Victorians run up to
four times the risk of people in New South Wales of being seriously assault
ed is obviously improbable and this parsimonious tnterpretation now has
the blessing of official approvaI. In the fourth year of presenting these
figures, always with proper cautions as to interpretation, the Common
wealth Statistician feIt obliged to add, "Uniform Interpretation of this
definition between States is especfally difficult to effect." This admlssion of
a systematic and institutionalised error was also toreshadowed in the first
three years by the statement that data for Breaking and E,ntering, the
largest serious crime category in developed western countries, were not
available by states.

Cynicism about the usefulness of any statistdes is one natural response
to our problem but this only firms a self-defeating cycle: inadequate refer
ence material leads to decreasing use rate which, in turn, reinforces in
adequacies by withdrawing incentive for producer-user Interchange and,
of course, by lowering priority or money allocation. The remainder of this
arttele is concerned with describing the hopeful design of mostly un
published conviction and disposition statistics in Victoria and concludes
with a number of propositions for increaslng their scope, use, and meaning.

Since 1965, the Social Cond.itions Section of the Victorian Office of the
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics has had a coding
clerk stationed at the headquarters of the Victoria Police Force.
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Mention of these loci in detail is relevant because each State Office
of the Commonwealth Bureau is very largely autonomous in these matters.
The coding t.ask for subsequent punching and computer processing in
volves the transcriptton of 16 variates derived from the bastc reportlng
back form used in all police prosecutions and warnings. One of these
variates is a unique number allocated once and for all b,y the coding clerk
to eacn person when he or she first appears in the filing system so that
it will be possible to cross tabulate all variates by distinct persons" (: instead
of the usual category of oiietuiers (which negates the possibility of any
analysts of recidivism) or, worse, otiences (which, except for spectacular
crimes, are merely time-specific administrative units).

It is not until we acknowledge the dominant practice of counting heads
as they anonymously pass, in either direction, through variously defined
doorways that we realize the importance of a centrally maintained, client
centred, statistical system.

There is a slow-dying tradition that presentation of conviction data
by offences is meaningful. This makes smaller the gap between allegedly
criminal behaviour listed as reported to law entorcement agencies and con
victions stnce, in absolute terms, total convictions for offences always ex
ceed total convicted offenders, which exceed convicted distinct persons in
any period. Perhaps because of this and the early, testing stage of the
project, Victorian Year Books contain mostly tabulations by offences but
computer pro grams are slowly being developed for other analyses, The hope
is that in the near future there will be sufficient incentive to publish Annual
Crime ,Statistics in booklet form corresponding to annual edltions of Educa
tion, Health, Building and other statistics.

Two criticisms of the variates currently coded and listed in T.able 2
can be made. First, there are two very weak variates (whether or not

TABLE 2: Summary of variates currently coded from police records. (Figures in
parentheses represent number of possible coding digits.)

VARIATES

Identifying data

Social data

Offence

Police Record

Disposition

1. Year (2), Page (4), Line (2)
2. Unique statistical number (6)
3. Sex (1)
4. Age (2)
5. Birthplace (2)
6. Foreign migrant? (1)
7. Classification (1)
8. Name (3)
9. Count (2)

10. Date of apprehension (3)
11. Arrest or summons (1)
12. Known? (1)
13. Priors? (1)
14. Type of court (1)
15. Date of hearing (3)
16. Result (2)

** It must be stressed that the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics always
preserves anonymity of records dealing with people.
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"known", presumably as a recidivist or as a person known to the police
even in relation to their official capacity, for example, a Justice of the
Peace; and whether or not a "foreign migrant", measurlng the knowledge
01 the reporttng police officer about the mother tongue of the ortender) .
These do not, in any way, adversely affect the data collecting system, and
in any case, they are redundant. Secondly, and more important,some
variates, especially in the social data area, stop short of being usetul. For
example, information on birthplace is 01 little value unless we also know
how long a person has been in Australia.

Table 3 lists further variates, netther exhaustively nor definitively,
which the wrlter regards as most desirable and an urgent next step in the
development of the system. The rtrst part of the table refers to information
already contained in police records which could be obtained by a reiatively
minor investment of additional coding time, whilst the second part describes
information already obtained in some cases but in an unreliable or un
systematie manner.

TABLE 3: Summary 0/ proposed variates.

FURTHER VARIATES Comment

Available information
17. Area of residence, e.g.,

posteode (4)

18. Occupational status (1)

Inadequate information
19. Occupation (2)
20. Education (1)
21. Religion (2)
22. Period of residence (1)

All Australian statistics are on aState
basis which counteracts effective siting
and strengths of correctional agencies or
community development programmes.
Parallel to the employed, unemployed,
self-employed or helper census categories.

{

A useful test of relevance would
be comparability with latest census
variates.

The primary initiative on these specific proposals ean only be taken
by the Bureau with help from the police arid others, but it is reasonable to
assume that its speed and strength will be increased, especially in the face
of other and weIl organised demands on the Bureau's time, if practitioners
immediately begin using all possible components of the system.. Some ad
hoc suggestions may counterpoint the argument:

JUDGE:S: An analysis of the period between mitiating procedure and date
of hearing by type of offence and age of offender may be help
ful; the notion of punishment becomes rneaningless if the
offender has no clear recall for what he is punished.

MAGISTRATES: Tabulations of disposrtlons by individual offence cate
gories may become a usetul gulde to sentencing; unexplained
individual differences are likely to increase already high anti
pathy towards the "front-line" law enforcement agents.

PROBATION OFFICER,S: Already proposed print-outs of cross-tabulattons
are more detailed than any operating Vtctorian Social Welfare
Branch statistical system; demonstration of the effectiveness
of probation through analysis of incidence (Le., first offenders
by disposition) and prevalence (i.e., all orrenders over time)
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may be more effective for convincing scepttcal courts than
any social work polemic.

POLICE: The vital role of discretion in law enforcement probably needs
urgent documentation; differences between criminal behaviour
reported to them and the results of police action are often
misinterpreted by some mass-media and public.

OTHERS: Traditional and new questions about Increase in crime and the
effectiveness of existing or proposed compartments in the whole
correctional process require constant development and review;
the complementary functions of coordination and criticism re
ceive little serious attention essentially because connectmg
empirical evidence is usually missing.

These suggestions neither exhaust the list of professions, possibilities
arising out of already available variates nor touch on the proposed new
variates. Staff of the Bureau have been found to be especially helpful in
providing tabulattons for specific purposes.

This argument has suggested that the atrophy of some crime statistics
can be arrested and at least one promtsing infant system encouraged to
grow. There are two necessary conditions for this:

1. Practitioners need to consider how to use statistics in their work, utilise
available sources and demand refinement within a realistic range or
possibilities;

2. Unique data gathering systems in each state should be publicly des
cribed and critically discussed.
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